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EDITOR’S NOTE
Welcome to the final edition of Look Left for this academic
year! After yet another difficult and disrupted term, this issue
brings together some brilliant writing from across the university.
Look Left Trinity ‘21 encourages us to look back, look around
and look forwards, in understanding the world we live in.
Building a more positive future necessitates all three of these
things; learning from the past, collaborating with one another
and looking, hopefully, to the future.
The breadth of subject matter covered in this edition is remarkable. From class politics in Kashmir to the future of the
Labour Party in England, this term’s contributors have produced some fantastic writing. The range of topics and issues
addressed remind us of how interwoven our politics, and
indeed our lives, are. The socialist saying ‘there can be no liberation, until there is liberation for us all’ rings true here. Look
Left contributors highlight the importance of local, national
and international solidarity; the importance of standing for
socialist values at home and across the world.
Whilst the future and philosophy of the Labour Party is uncertain, what is certain is that this edition of Look Left will
entertain, inform and hopefully surprise you (in a good way).
My thanks goes out to everyone who has contributed to this
issue and given us the chance to share their amazing writing. A
special thank you also to Beth Nott for their amazing graphic
design and helping with the technological side of putting this
edition together. I think we can all agree that this issue looks
amazing and I am incredibly grateful for all of Beth’s help.
CIARA GARCHA
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CO-CHAIRS’ REPORT
This term, in many ways, was full of surprises. Having started the term as Treasurer and Communications officer, we ended as co-chairs - a responsibility
that we never expected, although thoroughly enjoyed
and truly honoured to have. Trinity was a strange
term with a push to overcome Zoom fatigue with a
mix of in-person and online events.
Without an elect term or the vac to prepare, we had to
learn and settle in on the job. This was only possible
through the brilliant help and patience of our committee. Most notably, our amazing co-chair ex-officios Beth Nott and Sofia Cotterill for putting up with
our many, many questions. A special applause must
also go to Danny Leach, filling in various positions
and having the strength to lift two crates of beers
from Tesco to Uni Parks (a feat one of our co-chairs
is still envious of).
With May Local Elections falling in Trinity term,
OULC was once again called upon to rally our leftwing campaigners to secure an Oxford Labour Council. We hit the streets and knocked on doors, proving ourselves not just to be a university society but
a student movement for change. Whether first-time
campaigners or seasoned pros, OULC members
made a difference on election day. In a time where
who’s in power truly make a difference, and sadly a
time where those in power are truly incompetent, we
are proud of our continued efforts to take back power
from the Tories.
Although there were no usual welcome drinks, the return of in-person Beer and Bickering - with, believe it
or not, actual beer provided - was a huge highlight for
us. Being able to meet people in person who we had
only ever seen behind a laptop screen while debating
what the next route for Labour should be was well
worth the wait.

Our speaker events ranged from Stephen Bush to Armando Iannucci and panels spanned from focusing
on policing and laws on violence towards women in
the UK to the neurodivergent Labour community.
Our event with Dolkun Isa was one of our proudest
achievements as co-chairs. He spoke of his inspiring
but heartbreaking journey to becoming the president
of the Uyghur World Congress, where he spreads
awareness of the genocide taking place. We found
this event moving in many ways and reminded us of
the privilege we have as Oxford students, and how we
should be using this to educate ourselves and others
to act against such atrocities.
This term was a term for reform, to reflect on how we
can improve and evolve as a society. That is why we
are proud to create the Welfare Position, to ensure
our members feel supported whilst being part of the
movement, as well as introducing the access membership, to make sure our Club is for the many, not
the few. We learnt a lot through being co-chairs this
Trinity and we hope the OULC community has too.
Moving forward we wish that OULC can continue to
grow as an accepting and welcoming space for Oxford’s left-wing. Given the great committee next year
(especially the next treasurer and women’s rep!), and
enthusiastic membership, we have no doubt OULC
will continue to be the influential society it was set
out to be.
We live in times where our society seems more divided than ever, with the Conservative government
only fanning the flames of these conflicts. As tired
as we are of injustices, we must remind ourselves of
one fact: what binds us together is greater than what
drives us apart. We cannot, and should not, settle
for the world as it is. Instead, together, we can work
for the world as it should be. With that, we hope this
term’s Look Left inspires you to make change. Indeed, it is needed more than ever.

I N S O L I DA R I TY,
DANIAL HUSSAIN
LMH, PPE

LAURA ENNIS
U N I V, PPE
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KING OR COUNTRY:
THE NOSTALGIC LEFTISM
OF JOSEPH ROTH
JACOB GRECH / HERTFORD, HISTORY AND POLITICS

Joseph Roth is, comparatively speaking, a forgotten
writer. Only in the last decade or so have several of
his works found a translator from their original German. From the barest biography, some of the principal themes of his novels - disillusion,
dislocation, war, loss - might reasonably be guessed at. Born in the multicultural eastern territory of Galicia
(now mainly in Ukraine) in 1894 in
the final decades of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Roth made his name
as a well-paid and celebrated journalist for a plethora of left-leaning
newspapers in the inter-war decades,
criss-crossing Europe and residing
exclusively in hotels.

could be termed historical fiction. A common thread
to most of his writings is the Great War and its shattering effect on the world he was born and grew up
in. Chronicling the interwar years, the notion of the
‘old world’ that had been lost is a constant, however implicit, in the many
brief feuilletons he submitted to the
likes of the Bohemian-German Prager-Tagblatt, the German Social Democrats’ paper, Vorwärts, and - above
all - the hallowed liberal publication
Frankfurter Zeitung.

“I paint the portrait of the age,”
he confidently wrote to his editor
in 1926. “I’m not a reporter, I’m a
JOSEPH ROTH (1894-1939) ON
journalist.
I’m not an editorial writer,
T H E R OA D I N H I S L AT E R YE A R S
Add to this his early death as an
I’m a poet”. Surely more a precursor
émigré in Paris just before the outto Hunter S. Thompson’s ‘Gonzo
break of the Second World War and
Journalism’ than Walter Cronkite’s
it’s easy to picture him as a shadowy
“that’s just the way it is”, Roth applied
yet endearing kind of bohemian of
a lens of social criticism and personal
bygone days. A writer you read to
experience to his articles. Adopting
soak up the spirit of an age, he and
the moniker ‘Der Rote Joseph’ his world are arguably impossible to
literally, ‘Red Joseph’ - he engaged in
convincingly compare with our own.
the 1920s with themes of inequality
This is not a wholly unwarranted leap
and injustice as they played out on
to make, but to sum up Roth in this
the streets of Berlin or Vienna. Like
way is to overlook both the full force
the New Objectivity artists of the
of his work and the distinctive and
time, he catalogued the homeless,
prescient questions posed by his polfrequently maimed war veterans who
itics.
lined city streets, abandoned by a
society unwilling to honestly grapple
There is a convincing case to be
with the defeat they represented.
T H E G R E Y D AY ( 1 9 2 1 ) BY
made for a distinction between Roth G E O R G E G R O S Z , A P R O M I N E N T Intimations of the tragic events to
ARTIST OF THE NEW
the journalist and Roth the novelist,
come appear in his account of the
OBJECTIVITY MOVEMENT.
although the boundary between the
casual antisemitism of swastikatwo is often blurred and virtually all of his oeuvre donning university students.
6
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But Roth was never comfortable with the grand narratives and heroic struggles to build new worlds that
were part of the currency of interwar years, as much
on the left as the right. This was the era of the Austro-Marxists who attempted to chart a path between
reform and revolution, constructing ‘Red Vienna’
through large-scale investment in public housing and
services and building mass-membership paramilitaries and workers’ committees. Despite his pen name,
Roth kept a critical distance from the Social Democrats, let alone the Communists, whether of his native Austria or the Weimar Republic he frequented.
So where to place him politically?

indulging Roth and pursuing his vision further.
His picture of the Empire is sentimental, but not
rose-tinted. After all, in its own inherently unstable,
conflictual underbelly lay the roots of the present condition that he loathed. Antisemitism and deep ethnic
resentments are prominent themes in his novels on
the era. A distinctly unheroic - though his novels do
have heroes - sense of fatalism permeates his writings. The Radetzky March charts the growing disillusion and alienation of a family of loyal servants of the
Emperor over three generations. Roth writes of shattered hopes due to the undermining of the foundations that upheld them. At the end of the novel, when
the assassination of Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo is
announced, most of the military dignitaries gathered
for an elaborate dinner party crack jokes and gabble
away in their native tongues. The writing was on the
wall. It was all inevitable.

His journalistic writings are interspersed with reflections on the arrival of ‘the modern’ - whether understood philosophically, politically or even artistically.
Writing in 1926 of the German city of Magdeburg, he
lamented the “new zealotry”
of featureless “metropolitan”
design, which he considers
And yet, both in his writing
the outcome of pure arroand in his public life in the
gance. He worried that the
1930s, Roth increasingly
beaux-arts cafés and even
looked back to the Empire the cathedral might be sacand in particular the figure
rificed at the behest of some
of the Emperor himself - as
progressive-minded municsomething worthy of celebraipal official, concerned with
tion. We surely would recogpracticality and efficiency.
nise, as he did, that the tolerThese are not necessarily
ance that did exist was more
the themes of a traditionalsubstantive than what would
ist - conservation has a long
follow the attempts to raise
T H E KA R L- M A RX- H O F , I C O N O F I N T E R WA R
VIENNESE SOCIALIST ARCHITECTURE
history on the left. Indeed, in
borders between new nathe same breath as he disparages Social Democrats, tion-states after 1918. Knowing what unfolded after
Roth’s protagonist in his 1938 novel The Emperor’s his death in 1939, this seems even more understandTomb (perhaps the most strikingly autobiographical able. However, Roth also saw in the very governing
of them all) expresses disdain for attempts to build a narrative of the empire reigned over by the ageing,
new Austrian national identity on the basis of what conservative but devoted and dutiful Franz Joseph
he deems retrograde, exclusionary clericalism.
I, a conduit for a unique, ephemeral culture of apolitical tolerance. As Michael Hofmann puts it, he apThe elusive nature of Roth’s political identity seems preciated the “graceful and accommodating nature of
to emerge most convincingly in the novels he wrote the Empire… the love of the frontier for the centre”.
in the 1930s - in particular, his opus The Radetzky
March (1932) and The Emperor’s Tomb. There is an The Empire was no egalitarian space. There is, arguincreasing focus on the loss of the ‘old world’ of the ably, a reactionary sensibility as manifested in the
Austro-Hungarian Habsburg Empire as defined by a recurring figure of the Emperor as an object of sinsense of tolerance, even tentative fellowship, amidst cere respect on the part of Roth’s protagonists. But to
its famous religious, linguistic and ethnic diversity. simply label Roth as a nostalgic monarchist in an age
This may seem an unconvincing ideal, the product of of godless and communitarian ideologies would be to
a nostalgic writer who had lost, in his words, “my fa- miss the subtlety of his argument. The figure of the
therland, the only one I have ever had: the Dual Mon- Emperor is ultimately the centrepiece of a mytholoarchy of Austria-Hungary”. It is, however, worthwhile gy. Roth knew this, as do his protagonists. He poked
7
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fun at it gently, recognising that, at its core, it was
a fabrication, and often a crude one. But, unlike the
other mythologies of his age, he found it a unifying
project worth admiring, manifested in a collection of
signs - the anthem (if not the words, then the tune),
military processions, a common currency, a shared
architectural vocabulary - and most of all, the monarch as an overarching father figure and object of devotion for each of ‘his peoples’.
The protagonists in Roth’s books engage with this
symbolism in a very particular way. Without illusions, they are able to pierce the veil of myth that surrounds the Emperor. And yet, deep down, they both
value it practically as a tool to promote unity and
stability and possess a sentimental attachment to it.
Slovenian chestnut-vendor, Jewish
cab driver, Viennese lieutenant: each
of these ‘common men’ is, even if
they’ve lost faith in almost anything
else, prepared to go to war and lay
down their life for the Emperor.

ism. This is Roth the self-described “Hotelpatriot” - a
writer who identified the guesthouses he frequented,
multicultural places defined by a playful exchange of
ideas, as “freed from the constriction of patriotism,
from the blinkers of national feeling, slightly on holiday from the rigidity of love of land”. Here, at least,
people seemed to him “what they should always be:
children of the world”.
Is Roth’s world our world? In many obvious ways, it
is not, and he merits reading today primarily on his
own terms, rather than as offering prescriptions for
contemporary politics. However, in studying, both
through his novels and his journalism, the undulating path of his intellectual journey, there is much
food for thought. Do we need myths to survive? Is
nostalgia a retrograde, even dangerous,
tendency? How do we navigate competing narratives of loss and gain? On
these questions and more, Joseph Roth
is a provocative, but also sensitive and
humane, voice from another era.

Here we find the frequently alluring
idea, common to both our own times
REFERENCES
and Roth’s, of a unifying personality
• Joseph Roth, Radetzky March (1932)
as capable of engineering an escape
• Joseph Roth, The Emperor’s Tomb
for individuals from politics - in or(1938)
der to achieve certainty and security
• Michael Hofmann (ed.), Joseph
- at the cost of genuine participation.
Roth, The Hotel Years: Wanderings in
It might easily be termed paternalisEurope between the Wars (2015)
tic; certainly not progressive. Indeed,
• James Wood, Empire of Signs (1999)
most of Roth’s characters have a disLondon Review of Books 21:5 [link]
tant relationship with “the collective” E M P E R O R F R A N Z J O S E P H I • Michael Hofmann, Conspiratorial
and display a reluctance to engage
Hapsburger (1987) London Review of
(RULED 1848-1916), A
RECURRING FIGURE IN
with political projects that call for
Books 9:5 [link]
ROTH’S NOVELS
popular agency of a concerted, hero• Paul Scraton, How Joseph Roth saw
ic character. In The Emperor’s Tomb, the protagonist
Europe’s future (2019) New Statesman [link]
locates himself in history: “I belong to an evidently
• Michael Hofmann, I learned to see Joseph Roth
lost world, in which it was only expected that a people
as his own solar system (2012) The Guardian
would be ruled in some form, and that, unless it were
[link]
to cease being a people, it would not rule itself”.
So was Roth a kind of conservative? It is true that his
sentimentality, and arguably his increasing desperation, drove him in improbable directions. In February 1938, just a month before the Anschluss annexed
Austria to Nazi Germany, he led a representation
of monarchists to meet the Austrian government,
pleading the case for the restoration of the throne to
Franz Joseph’s grandson, Otto von Habsburg. And
yet, a more consistent ideal is that of cosmopolitan8
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THE PEOPLE’S GAME:
FOOTBALL AND SOCIALISM
CIARA GARCHA / HERTFORD, HISTORY

There is a reason why football is known as the people’s game. With its roots in community and common ownership, football, now a multi-billion dollar
industry, is unrecognisable when contrasted with its
humble origins. Recent high-profile campaigns for
the ‘50+1’ rule to be introduced in English football
have created the prospect that the people’s game
could be returned to the people. The socialist values
rooted in the game could be rejuvenated and the link
between football and socialism could
be strengthened once more.
Commercialisation of the game was
thrust under the spotlight by proposals for the creation of a European Super League (ESL). The contest would
have set up a catalogue of elite European men’s teams in closed competition with one another, free from threat
of relegation. Outcry was sparked over
the manner in which football clubs
committed themselves to the competition (the extent to which the ESL
truthfully was a ‘competition’ was hotly debated), without consulting the
supporter base and bringing fans into
the decision in any way. Fans across
the country streamed into the streets and stadiums
demanding a greater say in the governance of their
clubs.
‘Created by the poor, Stolen by the rich’ read one
banner. This aptly highlights the class and power dynamics at play in the controversy over the ESL and
modern football, more generally. What was once a
game for working people and working-class communities has been gradually corrupted and distorted by
private entities. Manchester United, today one of the
world’s biggest clubs and one of English football’s

most profitable exports, was formed in 1878 by local labourers in the Carriage and Wagon department
of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway depot at
Newton Heath, in north Manchester. This club was
expressly designed to unite and entertain the local
laboring community, competing initially against other departments at the company and other railway
companies. North London’s Arsenal was established
by a group of munitions workers, who collectively
funded and organised their club. Today the team bears a name that pays
tribute to these roots, derived from the
Royal Arsenal complex in Woolwich, a
centuries-old industrial hub, primarily
focused on armaments and proofing.
Football performed a vital function for
these communities in Newton Heath,
Woolwich and other places all over the
country too: uniting people around a
shared interest and creating important
social bonds. Historically rooted in values of collectivism, harmony, and the
politics of class, English football was
above all underpinned by community.
The 20th century, particularly the second half, saw football shorn of its socialist organising principles and opened to ruthless
commercial exploitation. Football no longer belonged to local communities, but became privatised.
The football industry was transformed into a cash
cow for large corporations; the community element
of the game was lost. Transfer fees, sponsorships and
broadcasting deals saw the money in the so-called
‘football economy’ spiral out of control from the
1970s onwards. A game forged by and for the working
classes and for working communities was gradually
and increasingly appropriated. The slogan ‘Created
by the poor, Stolen by the rich’ does indeed seem a
9
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fitting way to sum up modern football’s fascinating
journey.
The phrase ‘50+1’ became a rallying cry for disgruntled and enraged fans across the country, in the wake
of the ESL controversy. The model of majority fan
ownership – essentially a form of community and
collective ownership – has been seen as offering a
more positive future for the English game. 50+1, the
principle in place in Germany, sees fans hold the majority of votes and thus the biggest stake in a club.
It ensures that private corporate interests never outweigh the people who created and sustain the game:
the fans. 50+1 ensures a delicate balance is maintained, fans always in a position of primacy, even as
corporate greed grows ever more forceful.
The glitter of the modern game has concealed the
basic values and principles that football is based on.
50+1 is, however, an attempt to strip back this lustre
and return the game to the people. In re-centering
collectivism and community, such reforms could rejuvenate the long lost socialist values that underpin
the modern game. German teams, which provide a
model for how 50+1 works in operation, were traditionally not-for-profit organisations and until 1998
private ownership of a club was forbidden in any
form. As the current CEO of Borussia Dortmund
football club points out, a crucial distinction is drawn
in German football, between being “a fan” and
being “a customer”. A customer passively receives a service in exchange for a fee: English
customers pay for tickets, merchandise and
television packages in order to watch a team
play and be entertained. Fans are, however,
given an active voice in the administration
and governance of their clubs. The club is
not a privately owned entity that provides
a service, but a collectively owned fan-led
organisation, molded and directed by the
community.
Demands for the implementation of this model of community ownership in England reached
fever pitch in the weeks and months following
the ESL scandal. A petition calling for the introduction of 50+1 promptly reached over 100,000
signatures, triggering a parliamentary debate. In
the Conservative government, the outrage of football fans found sympathy and support. Johnson
described the ESL proposals as “very damaging” for football and claimed that clubs “should
10

answer to their fans and the wider footballing community”. The response to the debacle from the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sport noted
the “seriousness” of the issue and asserted that the
ESL showed the need for a “fan-led review of football
governance”. This review would explore “governance
structures in other countries”, no doubt particularly
focusing on the working and successes of the 50+1
model, and whether such modes of administration
“can be beneficially translated to the English League
system”. Fans, the government promised, would be
“at the heart of the review”.
Football is of course a popular national pastime and
one of the UK’s key cultural exports, so it is perhaps
unsurprising that the ESL and the whole-scale reforms it would entail, elicited such a strong response
from the government. And yet, as a government that
pursues privatisation, governs in the interests of the
privileged few and is no stranger to corruption, to hear
the Conservatives criticise the ESL in such a manner
still seems strange. Recognition of the rights of fans as
community stakeholders and the pertinent desire for
structural change is out of step with the Tories normal emphasis. Conservative policies have accelerated the encroachment of private interests onto public
services and entities, generally disenfranchising communities

LOOK BACK

and moving away from collective ownership. Private
ownership of football clubs – as businesses and commercial entities – is surely something that chimes
with the Tories’ general philosophy.
The ESL, however, warranted such fierce and uncharacteristic criticism from Johnson and his government, clashing with Tory principles. Why? Because
the nostalgic cultural belief that football should belong to the fans and should still be the people’s game
continues to prevail. As a sport and a pastime so
rooted in community and in ‘the people’ – even in its
modern, commercialised, capitalist iteration – football can arguably not be separated from the socialist
values it was founded on, even for Johnson’s Tories.
Even the clubs involved in the ESL scandal have noted the power of fan opinion –and the threat of the
introduction of 50+1. Chelsea recently committed to
incorporating a fan presence at every board meeting, whilst Manchester United’s controversial owner, Joel Glazer, has (since dramatic protests outside
and indeed inside the club’s stadium Old Trafford,)
engaged with supporters’ forums on several occasions. The distinction between fans and customers
comes into play here: such processes of consultation and en-

gagement do not merely involve passively extracting
money from supporters, but actively bringing them
into the decision-making process. Football fans’ success in getting corporates and tycoons to take note
and relinquish some limited symbolic power should
not be understated. For club owners and administrators, such steps involve recognition that the game is
nothing without fans, the community that funds and
feeds the game.
Implementing the 50+1 model of collective ownership would pave the way for the socialist values of
the game, buried beneath glitz and glamour, to be restored and re-centred. Fans, the people who built and
sustain football, have unequivocally called for a more
democratic and cooperative mode of governance.
Most importantly, they have pushed their football
clubs to a point at which their demands can no longer
be ignored. A future in which the people’s game is returned to the people is possible and, after the collective action of the past few months, it is within grasp.
“Have you noticed how we only win the World Cup under a Labour government?” Harold Wilson quipped.
The Labour Prime Minister between 1964-70 and
1974-76, seen as the last successful leader in the
Old Labour model of democratic socialism,
joked in the aftermath of England’s 1966
World Cup victory. Though Wilson made
this remark jokingly, there seems to be a
palpable link between Labour socialist
values and the traditional values of
English football. Collective ownership, community and democracy are
integral to both. Though on the surface it may seem an unlikely combination, football and socialism are natural
and traditional allies.

11
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“EVERYBODY HATES A TOURIST…”:
THE CLASS POLITICS OF BRITPOP
A L EX B E A R D / U N I V, H I STO RY A N D G E R M A N

‘Britpop’ is the label afforded to a cultural phenomenon of the 1990s, perpetuated by, or superimposed
onto, the various bands of which it is supposed to
have been constituted. The story, planted knowingly
in the minds of music journalists by Blur’s lead singer
Damon Albarn, is of acts as varied as Suede, Pulp and
Oasis joining forces in a back-to-the-land-style return
to the influences of 60s and 70s English pop. It took
hold in the face of a wave of grunge whose conquest,
in the wake of Nirvana’s 1991 single “Smells Like Teen
Spirit”, had seemed all-but-totalising. Look beyond
this now-hackneyed origin story, however, and you
will come across another kind of ostinato when reading Britpop’s myriad post-mortems: the insistence
that the pop cultural moment was infused with class
politics which were ‘peculiarly’ or ‘uniquely’ British.
A mere glance at the period makes clear the awareness of social class as a cultural commonality. Those
bands considered synonymous with Britpop, as problematic as that term is given their musical and lyrical
variety, invariably had some sense of bourgeois and
proletarian, of the struggle of the ‘common man’, and
of what they thought it meant to be working-class.
And yet some of Britpop’s most prominent purveyors and fellow-travellers – it was, after all, a moment
which extended beyond the music industry – were
concerned with the social hierarchy in ways which
suggested a fixation on class as a cultural and aesthetic phenomenon and a disregard for its real economic
foundation. It was a tendency which Pulp, something
like Britpop’s internal resistance, would nail down in
“Common People”.
It is perhaps of little surprise, in a country still haunted by the spectre of top hats and aristocrats, that
class is considered cultural. Indeed, the development
of a unique culture is as important as a political consciousness in the establishment
12

in reality of a social class united in theory by economic status. It constitutes, in the words of E.P. Thompson, the “making” of a class: an active, self-conscious
process. Except that where the ‘common man’, placed
at the centre of working-class identity, was evoked in
the 1990s, it was often in heavily caricaturised and
anachronistic form defined from without rather than
within.
The Britpop movement finds its auspicious beginnings not in Albarn, the man who would become its
most ardent crusader, but rather in the former partner of his girlfriend Justine Frischmann, herself a
Britpop luminary. Brett Anderson, the lead singer
of Suede, appeared on a cover of the magazine Select emblazoned with the Union Jack and sporting
the rather bullish order “Yanks go home!” The music conceived by Anderson and Suede guitarist Bernard Butler, who would go on to turn their noses up
at the Britpop label, offered a compelling picture of
an idiosyncratic working-class life. Anderson, an androgynous presence from East Sussex, grew up in
genteel poverty documented in his recent memoir
Coal Black Mornings;
his father, a taxi driver, would economise
obsessively in order
to take his annual
trip to the grave of
Hungarian
composer Franz Liszt.
His lyrics were suitably outré: he sung
about “chemical
smiles” and gay
sex in council
homes.

BRETT ANDERSON /
PH OTO VI A L I STA L

DAMON ALBARN /
PHOTO VIA THE TIMES

Blur, on the other hand, were concerned with the British mainstream.
John Harris’ 2003 book The Last
Party exposes Damon Albarn as his
own most effective hype-man, returning from an abortive tour of America in his early twenties with the
self-proclaimed mission of placing Britain back at the centre of
popular culture, both in content
and form. Hence their derivative debut album Leisure was
followed by Modern Life is
Rubbish, with its three-minute musings on Sunday dinner (“Sunday Sunday”) and
trips to Primrose Hill (“For
Tomorrow”). It was itself
superseded in 1994 by the
brilliant Parklife, an album
which represented a perfection of Albarn’s Kinks-esque
lyrical conceit – there were
songs about civil servants
(“Tracy Jacks”) and the shipping forecast (“This Is A Low”).
It became ubiquitous, having quickly a c quired, thanks in no small part to lead single “Girls
and Boys”, the kind of momentum Albarn had long
coveted.
Albarn’s cultivation of his own public perception
extended beyond his establishment as the twinkishly handsome face defending the storied tradition of
British pop music. An affected cockney accent had
already begun to make itself heard on Parklife, an
album whose cover depicted the working-class pastime of dog racing. Coxon has subsequently claimed
that the song “Parklife”
was an attempt to send
up the “park class,
not the working
class”, and that it
aimed at a satire of
English life more
generally. Yet given Albarn’s proud
announcement that
“I started out reading
Nabokov and now I’m
into football, dog racing and
Essex girls”, as well as bassist Alex
James’ admission to John Harris that
OASIS / PHOTO BY KEVIN
CUMMINGS VIA THE BBC
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Coxon and Albarn spent much of the
early 90s trying to perfect a “street
vibe”, it is hard to avoid a different
conclusion. Namely that the latter
was deliberately aping what he
considered a proletarian aesthetic, and laying claim to a
working-class identity that few
others would see in the son of
an artist-turned-lecturer who
spent most of his youth in Colchester. Tongue-in-cheek or
not, it would soon become clear
that Blur were playing with fire.
By dint of some behind-thescenes manoeuvring, Blur
released the lead single of
their fourth album The Great
Escape on the same day as a
release from the one band who
had come close to outshining
them: Oasis, whose Definitely
Maybe spawned nominations
for the same awards Blur had
snapped up earlier that year. The
media, sensing the commercial opportunity in the ensuing chart battle, blew it out of all proportion, and went so far as to endow it with a sense of
phony class-war which undermined Blur’s self-image.
The idea that the ‘Battle of Britpop’ between “Country
House” and “Roll With It” was a showdown between
cynical middle-class artistes, three of whom had met
at Goldsmiths, and salt-of-the-earth sons of Burnage
in Manchester was pounced upon by the Gallagher
brothers. In a later interview, Noel, who went on to
describe Damon Albarn as a “fucking student”, put it
thus: “We worked on building sites. That fundamentally makes our souls a lot purer than theirs.”
If Blur made it to number one, then it
was not without their lead singer being dethroned as people’s champion.
This was an impression bolstered by
the magnitude by which
Oasis’ (What’s the Story) Morning Glory?
went on to outsell The
Great Escape. Noel
Gallagher, who since
the days of “Rock ‘N’
Roll Star” had written
13
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lyrics which expressed the unfiltered and authentic
desire to escape his uninspiring surroundings and do
big things, had stumbled across the kind of universal
appeal that Albarn had long been grasping at. Oasis’
lyrical simplicity was considered, sometimes patronisingly, a product of their working-classness, as was
the unbothered behaviour and outrageous provocations that would go on to make them stars of lads’
mags like Loaded. It was brutally effective.
Now that the pendulum had swung towards Oasis,
Blur were left exposed. Albarn remarks having felt
“stupid” and “confused” at media characterisations
of his group, which he claims never wrote in earnest
as their Northern counterparts did, but were instead engaged in a loving send-up of British life. It
is as though the “mystical lager-eater” was one big
character act which the country failed to get its head
around. And while songs such as “Girls and Boys”
are deliciously tongue-in-cheek, the acting seems
at times to be a little too method. One of the people
quoted in Harris’ book claims Albarn was convinced
he was working-class. Such impressions certainly
seemed to matter to him.
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It is regrettable that many of these observations of
the 1990s still resonate today. There are few better
examples of this kind of cultural reductionism than
those offered up by profiles of the ‘Red Wall’, where
the right regional accent can pass off even the most
comfortable of white homeowning pensioners as cornerstones of the working classes. This extended from
the lamentable into the absurd during coverage of
the general election, when the BBC interviewed the
owner of an artisan pizzeria when canvassing the
opinion of the ‘Northern working classes’. It is this
culture-first approach which leaves vast numbers
of especially non-white and often more educated
Brits excluded from the public imaginary of a working-class which they definitely fit into.
There is one glorious exception to the perverse class
characterisations which define later Britpop: Pulp’s
1995 album Different Class, which makes no secret
of its subject-matter. The baby of Jarvis Cocker, an
art-school alumnus who grew up working class in
Sheffield, it paints a far richer and balanced picture
of working-class life (as in “Mis-Shapes”). And crucially, it pulsates with a righteous anger both towards
the unapologetically wealthy (“I Spy”) and those who
deliberately fashion themselves as proletarian, as if
doing so is to make some kind of renegade aesthetic
statement. Directed though it is at the daughter of a
Greek bourgeois he met at Central St Martins, Cocker’s stinging reminder that class is first and foremost
an unglamorous economic condition could feasibly
be aimed at some of his more immediate counterparts. “Common People”, which reminds us that “everybody hates a tourist, especially one who thinks it’s
all such a laugh” laments “all the stupid things that
you do, because you think that poor is cool.”

PULP / PHOTO VIA IMDB

The discussion of class which predominated during
this period could not have been more indicative of its
social and economic context. In the wake of Right to
Buy and the crushing of the trade unions (and with
the election of a Labour Party fine-tuned to appeal
to Little Englanders appearing imminent), the working class appeared in popular culture as little more
than a curio. The ‘common man’ may have been Britpop’s hero, but he was a figure steeped in the lad culture and racialised Englishness which betrayed the
reality of much of the really-existing
workforce. Increasingly defined from
the
outside, the radical implications of
a working-class with an independent identity – the productive and
often cultural force of the nation
– was lost. For the Gallaghers, class was part of
their celebrity and
their credibility.
Never mind that
Noel had by the
peak of their
fame long
since left
Manchester, and

that both had accrued a wealth of enviable proportions. It was social status as cultural phenomenon.
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ENGLISH LABOUR?
DANNY LEACH / PEMBROKE, PPE

Tony Blair, when he was in office, viewed globalisation as an inevitable process, the spoils of which
could be redistributed after the fact to curb its excesses. In some ways the Labour party has never
moved on. However, it now feels like the party is being squeezed on all sides by parties which are more
comfortable using nationalist language and symbolism. Scottish
Labour has struggled to land a
message of devolution with either
Scottish or British nationalists and
as a result has seen its vote share
and seats fall at every election since
the formation of the Scottish Parliament in 1999. The UK Labour
party has seen an explicitly English
nationalist Tory party drive them
to their worst defeat since 1935.
The contrast with Welsh Labour,
which has just surged to its best result in the Senedd on a message of
national pride mixed with socialist
economic policy, could not be more
obvious. What can Welsh Labour
teach its sister parties in England
and Scotland? And how can Labour
show patriotism without either
granting legitimacy to more exclusionary forms of nationalism, or
falling back on cliched flag waving?
It sometimes feels as though the
concept of national identity is
anathema to the left. Of course, if
your aim is global revolution, national barriers are
indeed meaningless. However, Labour is an electoral party, so this aversion is about electoral politics.
Nevertheless, even those on the right of the party
16

are often sceptical of over-enthusiastic patriots. This
isn’t entirely unjustified, as nationalism has long felt
like a tool of the right rather than an ever-present but
non-partisan political force. The British National Party, Liberty GB, the English Democrats, the National
Front, and the English Defence League are all examples of far-right parties which perform national pride to the extent to
which they have arguably appropriated the name and iconography
of the country. However, the key
word there is “perform”. No party which denies the legitimacy of
many of the citizens of the country
it claims to love can truly be patriotic. They yearn for a country that
does not exist, which never has,
and which hopefully never will.
In recent years, the Conservative
party has fallen into the same fallacy. Socialists are right to be disgusted at the treatment of immigrants, EU migrants, and anyone
who is not white British by birth, at
the hands of this Tory government.
They would be wrong to call this
national pride or nationalism. The
current government perpetrates
bigotry in the name of the nation
that belongs to all of us. We should
not be afraid to try and reclaim
the mantle of Britishness from
those who hate the reality of modern Britain. Fearful of this association, Labour have
shied from setting out an alternative vision of Britain. The longer that Labour refuses to take its place
in this debate, the more encompassing the right-wing
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nationalist narrative becomes, and the more hostile
this country becomes to those who are not ‘British
enough’ under this view.
Nationalism can and should be a positive civic force,
encouraging people to have a stake in the political
community that they live in. However, national pride
is not the only civic pride we should develop; local
identity is just as crucial in making people feel like a
part of the fabric of their society. The fact is, Labour
has a better story to tell of national pride than the
Conservatives ever could. The UK is far from perfect,
and globalisation has put many parts of the country
in what feels like managed decline. The Conservatives
argue that it is economic migrants, who have travelled to the UK to seek a better life for themselves and
their families, who are the cause of this decline. Aside
from the fact that this is a perversion of what Conservative values should be, it is clearly nonsense. Fewer migrants in declining areas of the country would
not bring jobs back. Insourcing, regional investment
banks, and a Green Industrial Revolution just might.
Labour wants to invest in our country, and look forwards to a better possible future, instead of leaning
on an imagined past. Surely, if a party seeks to improve the lives of people in a country, this is better
evidence of patriotism and national pride than any
number of flags, military uniforms, or painted jets.
The time is right for Labour to seize the initiative and
reclaim national identity from the Tories.

right. However, the smaller regional units suggested
by New Labour often lack meaningful senses of collective identity. Labour could organise in those units
if they wanted a more localised and devolved party
but would be sacrificing any claim to a national identity to the Conservatives.
The complications, both political and pragmatic, of
reorganising Labour’s national project mean it will
probably never happen. Indeed, attempting to move
the party to be more English wouldn’t necessarily
make sense, and is certainly no silver bullet; circumstances in Wales are very different to those in England. However, Labour must try to reconnect with
the inherent patriotism in socialism. What could be
more patriotic than wanting to better the lives of its
people, invest in its industry and its future, and hand
ownership of the country back to the people in it? If
Labour does not find its voice on national identity, it
could find themselves losing the next election based
on a debate that most people consider them to be absent from.

There remains a question as to whether there could
ever be an “English Labour”. Leaving aside the actual constitutional reality of devolution, and English
Votes for English Laws, there are plenty of political
reasons why this could be impossibly difficult or unfruitful. Part of Welsh Labour’s success has been its
ability to define itself against the national party. The
long- standing policy of “clear red water” ensured
that there was always a difference, namely that Welsh
Labour was more left wing, and, well, more Welsh! A
leader of English Labour could not speak a distinct
national language to show their respect for the nation. English Labour, which would be far larger than
the other two parties, would have no centre to compare itself to: it would still be the political centre of
gravity for the left. Also, the negative associations of
English identity run much deeper. A party with as
little self-confidence as Labour could find itself haemorrhaging votes if it did not take control of the narrative on patriotism and allowed it to stay with the
17
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RED WALL BLUES
LOUIS HILL / ST JOHNS, CHEMISTRY

Before embarking on the difficult and often controversial discussion of the “Red Wall”, it would be
wise to loosely define what is meant by the phrase.
Superficially, there is the geographical “Red Wall” a swathe of seats across the North of England that
(used to) connect to form an impenetrable wall of Labour support in an otherwise sea of blue. Geographic discussions of the “Red Wall” often disagree on
whether the Midlands should be considered a part of
this amalgamation, or the North East for that matter. Another alternative definition is largely based
on demographics - an electorate mainly comprised
of older, socially conservative homeowners (though
not exclusively) whose support for Labour has largely
been dwindling. In many ways this is analogous to
the “Middle Englander” or “Workington Man”, touted in previous political discussion.
In my opinion, neither of these approaches is perfect,
nor are they useful in improving Labour or the left’s
prospects, although James Kanagasooriam’s analysis is very good. As a Northerner, albeit living in a
safe Conservative seat that has been leaning Labour
(as have many seats with a more middle-class, proEU demographic), I feel somewhat qualified to offer
some analysis of the matter.
Often the “Red Wall” is caricatured and it is this caricature that is partly to blame for Labour’s decline.
The divisions between “Anywheres” and “Somewheres” (see David Goodhart’s fantastic book The
Road to Somewhere), the supposed liberal bent of
the commentariat and the denigration of those who
voted Leave, have all combined to cause current levels of political discontent. The major point is that
the white working-class (though not a homogenous
group) have been branded as “racist” or “stupid” (as
Gordon Brown famously did with his “bigoted woman” comment), either for voting for parties such as
18

UKIP or more notably during the Brexit referendum.
In fact, though, Brexit was won by the middle-classes, contrary to popular opinion.
Labour is now wrongly viewed by many in the political sphere as a London-centric party of Waitrose
shoppers and students. This image, however, is far
from new. Deborah Mattinson, a renowned pollster
and strategist, now part of Starmer’s team, commissioned research in 2010, which found that many
voters saw Labour as the party of “scroungers” and
“middle-class students”. Whilst her recent 2019-20
discussion with voters Labour has lost makes miserable reading for the left, confirming a lot of our worst
thoughts, many voters she interviewed in Accrington,
Stoke-on-Trent and Darlington want the same things
as people up and down the country: decent jobs,
wealth and power moved out of London and investment in their town centres and industries. C2DE
(working-class) voters concede that Boris Johnson is
“posh”, but believe that he “gets them”. He has made
big promises on investment and so-called “levelling-up”, seen as a zero-sum game. With politics still
volatile, albeit with a new divide based on education
and Leave/Remain vote opening up, anything could
happen over the next few years, though I take a more
pessimistic view of Labour’s fortunes.
With it looking likely that many “Red Wall” seats
will be lost for good, and Labour’s position in holding Batley and Spen seeming precarious*, the route
back to power for Labour appears very difficult. Let’s
consider 3 seats held throughout Tony Blair’s tenure:
Brigg and Goole, Cannock Chase and Mansfield, the
latter being Labour from 1923 until it fell to the Conservatives in 2017. In 1997, over half of the electorate
*it should be noted that this article was written prior
to Labour winning the Batley and Spen by-election
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in Brigg and Goole backed Labour; in 2019, a staggering 71.3% voted Conservative. Cannock Chase, centred on pit villages, tells a similar story. More stark
examples include Mansfield and Bassetlaw in Nottinghamshire. Swings of 15% and 18.4% from Labour
to Conservative were recorded in 2019 respectively.
Both seats had been Labour for nearly a century. Now
both can be considered safely Conservative.
Without winning back the vast majority of seats lost
in 2019 as well as gaining ground elsewhere, Labour
will stand no chance of forming a majority at the next
General Election. The 2021 local elections signalled
an even deeper rot in Labour’s former heartlands,
losing control of Durham council for the first time,
never mind the crushing defeat in the Hartlepool
by-election. It is evident that Starmer is going to
have to drastically change tack in order to stand any
chance of winning back the trust of former voters,
though it would be naive to think that the malaise associated with Labour is just to do with him, Corbyn,
or the Brexit position - it runs much deeper.

Then there is the enigma that is Merseyside, or the
Liverpool region more specifically - I found it rather amusing that the Tory candidate for mayor this
year finished 6th with less than 5% of the vote. The
Liverpool and Knowsley local authorities rank 2nd

It has become pretty clear to me that Labour’s chances of forming a majority at the next general election
are nearly impossible. Leaving Scotland aside, I do
not believe that Labour will win back many of the
“Red Wall” seats, even if there is a moderate swing
to Labour across the country. The political realignment based on age, education and referendum vote, a
largely cultural identity change, is underway.
If you’ve got to the end of this article you may be
thinking about possible solutions. Solace may be
found in the recent Preston and Salford council elections, or Andy Burnham’s excellent performance in
the Greater Manchester mayoral contest. Each example demonstrates leaders with clear vision and
popular policies rooted in
their communities, such as
Burnham’s pledge to bring
bus services under public
control. Starmer should take
note. The recent Chesham and
Amersham by-election as well
as Labour’s surprisingly good
performance in the Worthing
local elections show that the
Conservatives are not impenetrable and that the so-called
“Blue Wall” is not so much
crumbling, but likely being chipped away at.
Politics feels confusing and frustrating for the Left
and progressives at the moment. However, it seems
to me that a clear vision and transformative policies
rooted in the values of equality and community seem
to be doing well for Labour in parts of the country,
although I have conceded that a one-time electoral
pact is no-doubt in order - but that is a discussion
for another time! For now though, I think it would be
wise for us to remember that nothing is permanent or
certain in politics.
19
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Pessimism aside, I mentioned before a criticism of
many political pundits and their analysis of the “Red
Wall” and Labour’s decline amongst its former loyal
supporters. In essence, the working class is diverse
and often hard to define.
Whenever Blue Labour types
talk about how Labour “hates
the working class”, I often feel
that they are referring exclusively to white homeowners.
Moreover, recent psephological evidence showed that Labour did in fact lead in 2019
amongst what many would
describe as the working class,
rather the starkest divide by
far was over age. Many seem
to forget that the working class also includes renters,
young people and ethnic minorities. I believe a working-class voter in Tottenham has many of the same
wants and needs as a working-class voter in Tyneside, although one cannot ignore compounding factors in the north-south divide.

and 3rd most deprived local authorities based on the
Proportion of LSOAs in the most deprived 10% nationally. 28% of children in Liverpool live in poverty.
Nowhere has borne the brunt of austerity more. Yet,
the region voted Remain and Labour is hegemonic in
the city. Undoubtedly, the boycott of The Sun newspaper and its long-standing Conservative anathema
played their part. However, no one could argue that
Liverpool is not a working-class city or that it doesn’t
form a handsome, unbroken part of the “Red Wall”.
Clearly not all is as simple as it seems.
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‘CULTURE WARS’:
THE LEFT CAN HIDE NO LONGER
LU K E H ATC H / WA D H A M , C H I N E S E

The idea of a ‘culture war’ within society has come to
define politics at home and abroad. Over the past few
years, issues including Brexit, the election of Donald
Trump, and the rise of the far-right in continental
Europe have been caught up in this concept. Raging
against the “elite” and crusading against anything
“woke” (defined as being aware of social injustice)
have become a favoured pass-time of the political
right, who claim they are waging a war for traditional
cultural values. Right-wing figures all over the western world have attempted to rebrand themselves as
straight-talking populists, focussed on conservative
cultural values perceived to be close to the hearts of
“the people”. Ironically, the politicians pushing this
agenda are some of the most strident examples of
the political and economic “elite”, but even more astonishing is that the Left has repeatedly failed to
highlight this folly to the electorate.
The ‘culture war’, ought to be viewed
as the natural consequence
of widespread grievances
amongst
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people who have long felt ignored and marginalised
by the political establishment. The right’s success in
manipulating this discontent, and steering it into a
reactionary political movement, can be put down to
the left’s failure to address the socio-economic issues
affecting its traditional working-class support base.
The right’s hollow cultural populism has filled the
vacuum created by the left’s failure to capture the
public’s imagination. That the left has even allowed
itself to be portrayed as the ‘elite’, no matter what
role hostile media has played in this, speaks volumes
of the serious image problem that left-wing and progressive politics have developed over the last two decades.
One reason for the mass appeal of the populism underpinning the ‘culture wars’, is that disenfranchised
voters, fed up of a system and an establishment that fails to listen to or
provide for them, are more likely to
be receptive to movements that
purport to offer a clear alternative
that promises to upset
the existing order.
Brexit captured the
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public imagination and has come to dominate British
political discourse because it was painted as a revolution; a bloody nose to a Remainer elite, that evoked
long-held mistrust of the political class of ‘experts’
among a large portion of the electorate. With Brexit,
the Conservatives have rebranded themselves, falsely, as anti-establishment revolutionaries. Combine
this with straight-talking oratory and certain popular economic policies poached from the Left, and the
result is a super-charged agenda with potential for
immense popular appeal. This couldn’t be more different from the public image of the left; disconnected, technocratic, and hopelessly divided over policy
direction and ideology.
As a concept, populism should be easy for the left to
embrace. Anti-establishment rhetoric and policies
that aim to deliver for ‘the masses’, seem more closely connected to ordinary working people. But, many
figures on the left have joined centrists in treating
populism as a dirty word. To be clear, the right-wing
populism embodied by Republicans in the US, by
Brazil’s Jair Bolsonaro, and Italy’s Matteo Salvini,
ought to be resolutely opposed and exposed for what
it is: a warped ideology peddled by a belligerent faction of the right-wing establishment, which survives
by sowing division and intolerance amongst ordinary
people. But to denounce all populism as inherently
bigoted is an outrageous distortion of reality.
Along with the rise of right-wing populism, the past
decade has also seen a reinvigorated left-wing populist movement across Europe, from groups such as
Spain’s Podemos, La France Insoumise in France,
and the Greek Syriza party. All these movements are
defined by the central role of grassroots organising,
and championing the cause of disenchanted native
workers, while at the same time defending the rights
of refugees and remaining fiercely committed to
fighting discrimination.
That we so often hear ‘populism’ in general denounced in the media, and not ‘right-wing populism’
specifically, is a conscious choice by the political establishment. For the centrist Westminster elite, populist movements offering a radical left-wing vision
are just as dangerous - if not more so - than far-right
ones. In deciding to buy into the false dichotomy of
populism versus technocracy, a division, which came
to define the Brexit debate, emerges. Denouncing all
forms of populism forces the left to defend a centrist

establishment, and opens the movement up to accusations from the right of serving the ‘elite’, rather
than the ‘people’. Instead, the left ought to re-appropriate populism. Here the left has an added advantage, being that, unlike the right-wing populists, the
left actually intends to follow through with its populist messages. Left-wing populist policies may include nationalisation of industry and key services,
expanded social housing and stronger protections for
workers’ rights.
As the right has discovered, one of the best ways to
build mass support for a populist agenda is through
the waging of a ‘culture war’. In the case of the right,
this involves perpetuating a narrow, warped and
false world-view. This narrative usually consists of an
imagined leftist establishment on one hand, obsessed
with thought-control and political correctness, and
the socially conservative, predominantly white working-class on the other. It also seeks to set this white
working-class against immigrants and refugees, an
exercise in the establishment’s tried and tested practice of divide-and-rule.
The left’s own campaign for a ‘culture war’ should
also be divisive, but rather than dividing society
along racial lines, it ought to unite workers of all colours in opposition to a common enemy, that being
the real elite. In other words, the left needs to start
talking about class once again. This ought to be an
absolute open goal for progressives; very few working-class voters are fans of bankers, predatory insurance companies, tax-evaders, or unscrupulous
and exploitative employers. Nor are they particularly
approving of what has been euphemistically called
the British political tradition: the privately-educated boys’ club at the top echelons of government, the
revolving door between finance and politics - all the
stumbling blocks that keep ordinary people as far out
of the political system as possible. In the wake of the
Covid crisis, Labour has no shortage of government
scandals to use as ammunition against the Tories;
the endemic cronyism that has defined the Conservatives’ pandemic response would support a narrative that the government is corrupt to the core, and a
symptom of the entrenched establishment that holds
ordinary Brits in contempt.
Unfortunately, this anti-establishment narrative is
not being communicated by the Labour Party in any
capacity. Where the Government has been criticised
21
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by Labour, punches have been pulled; leading Labour figures spoke at length about Tory ‘cronyism’
and ‘sleaze’, but stopped short of calling this out for
what it was: corruption. At a time when the Labour
leadership will not stop talking about the need to win
back working-class support, you would have thought
a populist argument highlighting the Tories’ elitism
and corruption is the glaringly obvious way forward,
yet this simply has not materialised. Why? Perhaps it
is because those pulling the strings of both parties are
not that different after all.

a slightly more progressive alternative to the Conservatives, while keeping the existing system intact, or
if it is serious about championing the cause of workers and the underprivileged. Nobody can purport to
do both. Not only will embracing populism allow the
left to pursue a far more radical political project and
shift public debate decisively leftwards; if it fails to
do so, there is a real danger that the right will gain
the reputation of the movement more in touch with
ordinary people. This risks leaving the left hopelessly
entangled with the establishment in the public eye.

In the case of Tory corruption, maybe it was feared
that giving this adequate criticism would lead some
to draw awkward parallels with “Tony’s Cronies”, the
privileged individuals at the top of the Labour establishment who, between 1997 and 2007, received
life peerages and positions of public offices, thanks
to personal connections to Tony Blair. Perhaps, too,
it is because there are those within the Labour elite
who have no desire to see Labour champion left-wing
populist policies whatsoever, and would rather let
Labour be a business-friendly, neoliberal party with
healthy ties to corporates, akin to the Democratic
Party in the US.

To stop this absurd state of affairs, the left must be
much bolder about being a real people’s movement,
and it must not be afraid of making enemies as well
as friends. That means making a decisive break with
centrist career politicians who are happy to jettison popular policies in the interest of the many, in
favour of appeasing the ruling class. A new ‘culture
war’ must be waged by the left, to promote a worldview that seeks to unite ordinary people against the
wealthy and corrupt. Those divisions and conflicts
in society that the right seeks to stoke - divisions between races, religions, generations - may be manufactured for political gain, but the divisions and conflicts between classes in our society are very real. The
left needs to remind people of this, and, ultimately, it
needs to pick a side.

There will come a point when Labour, and the left in
general, will have to decide if it is happy with being
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KASHMIR:
NO PEACE WITHOUT LIBERATION
DOA A SHABBIR / L ADY MARGARET HALL , PPE

Assessing archives of coloniality and solidarity across
Kashmir and Palestine, Osuri outlines the core of the
colonial lie as being that the colonialist’s violence is
in the interest of the lives they seek to destroy and,
beyond destruction and harm, the eventual colonisation of the idea of peace itself. This entails the
presentation of war as a means to peace, occupation
as a means to freedom, and repression as a means
towards democracy. Of this, Ather Zia, a Kashmiri scholar and a poet writes: ‘they want us to write.
in blood/and only write. of peace’ [1]. In the preface
to her poems, ‘The Last Call: Audio Postcards from
Kashmir’, Uzma Falak denounces ‘militarist notions
of peace’ and ‘statist normality’ as finding ‘no takers
on the ground’. Khan observes that, considering histories of power relations, peace and stability can constitute entirely different notions to different classes of
people [2]. For Kashmir, and within the South Asian
context, this history is shaped by ongoing militarism
and repression behind facades of peace and democratisation- meaning one thing for the ruling class, and
another to the Kashmiri masses. This essay will look
at how these contradictions are constructed to harm
the necessary cause of liberation and self-determination, and argue for the importance of the centrality of
the Kashmiri voice throughout as well as the building
of an effective solidarity towards a free Kashmir.
The boundaries of Kashmir itself in the nationalist
imagination of the Indian state are shaped by the
maintenance of hyper surveillance and extreme force,
used to lay territorial claim on the land, which the
government describes as an atoot ang (inseparable
part) [3]. Human Rights Watch reports that, at any
given time, the entire Kashmiri population is under
threat of being stopped, interrogated, detained, and
beaten [4]. Reintroduced in 2017, cordon-and-search
operations, which have resulted in mass detentions
GRAPHIC VIA THE BBC
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and bombing of homes in civilian areas, have become a routine part of daily life. The troops in Kashmir come from the army, paramilitary, and different
formal units of the Indian national forces, as well as
auxiliary forces trained by the Indian armed troops.
These include surrendered Kashmiri militants, and
the government also armed civilian vigilante groups
called village defense committees. The militia groups
integrated into the armed forces presence regularly
took part in joint patrols and became notorious for
extrajudicial murders, extortion, rapes, kidnappings,
and disappearances. Their behaviour become synonymous with state terrorism- a 1996 Human Rights
Watch report observed that, “Indian forces have in
effect subcontracted some of their abusive tactics to
groups with no official accountability.” [5]. These human rights violations increased as the impunity given to these groups meant promotions being offered
to officers and cash rewards for participating in operations, recovering arms or ammunition, or killing
insurgents. In 2004, under the Indian government’
policy, the STF (a militia group created by the Jammu and Kashmir Police Force) was disbanded and
eventually absorbed into the regular armed forces
[6]. Since 2008, local police has been further militarised and mobilised at the forefront of the coun-

A N I N D I A N PA R A M I L I TA R Y
T R O O PE R STO P S A M A N AT A
CHECKPOINT IN KASHMIR. PHOTO
VIA OPENDEMOCRACY
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with process as “the constructs of state power and
normativity [diluting] the brute force that the military deploys inside Kashmir”, and characterises
the government’s intention behind this as being “to
make the military appear provident, so the desire of
freedom from India seems unnecessary” [10].

terinsurgency. This displays that violence becomes
interwoven into every apparatus of the state apparatus, and thus eventually ‘legitimised’ by the forces of
the ruling class, and this process directly feeds into
the ever-increasing danger which pervades existence
itself for Kashmiris. Under the 1958 Armed Forces
Special Powers Act which grants Indian Armed forces the unmediated power to ‘maintain public order
in disturbed areas’, every Kashmiri is drawn out as
a potential suspect. Anyone can be stopped, or even
shot, without any explanation [7].
Despite all this, however, the armed forces continue
to flaunt a façade of ‘soft’ rule and ‘peace-keeping’
even throughout the ruthless repression they impose on the region. A case in point is the ‘Goodwill’
Operation, launched in 1997 by General Arjun Ray,
a military humanitarian project which the self-proclaimed aim of ‘increas[ing] legitimacy of the military”. The army was given the mandate to integrate
military-civic activities, state administration, and
community development plans. In 2011, this was
re-emphasised, and the army stated that the operation would be successful only when Kashmiris truly
felt Indian [8] through civic engagement, not force,
signalling an attempt to display a non-violent nation
building process. Under thus, the Awami Sunwai
(People’s Court) was launched to address the grievances of the common masses, as were programmes
around schools, talent shows, and educational toursall run by the armed forces [9]. From 2008, sports
were also developed in efforts to disengage youths
from street resistance. However, whilst the Goodwill
Operation is expanding along with the social services
it provides, so do the army’s direct modes of violent
combat. As these projects entangle the military into
everyday life, militarism becomes presented as not
only normalised but even necessary in engineering
people’s will to integrate into India. Zia expresses
THE FIRST GOODWILL SCHOOL , IN URI.
PHOTO VIA THE INDIAN EXPRESS

To display the hold of terror the militarisation of civic society has on the Kashmiri people, Zia recounts
the perspective of Ruhi, a Kashmiri and member of
the Association of Parents of Disappeared Persons
(ADPD) he interviewed. Throughout their childhood
and adolescence, Ruhi’s sons and by implication
Ruhi herself, had been summoned to the army camp.
The officers referred to these visits as khair-khabar
(asking welfare), essentially a method to track the
children’s ideologies as they grew up. Ruhi became
increasingly concerned that the army’s motivation
in doing this was to influence her children to join
the counterinsurgency. The Indian Ministry of Defence itself proclaims that one of the main elements
of sub-conventional warfare with which the army is
tasked is the “generation of intelligence rather than
its acquisition”, that is, to pro-actively seek intelligence rather than to wait for it. This entails the selection and development of young Kashmiris, of all
genders, as potential loyalists in order to eventually
make them part of the counter-insurgency. Coercion
is a central tool in this strategy; the army personnel were most persistent in offering Ruhi’s sons free
phones, and whilst she insisted they were too young
for them, she feared for the time when they needed
phones but could not afford them and the boys would
be forced to accept. She strongly felt it was a trap, and
lamented:
“I feel we really do not have a choice. If I do not
accept their [army’s] help, they will think I am
resisting. [My son] will suffer doubly; he will
lose his teeth and maybe his life, because I know
what they are capable of, and they will harass us
to death. They are already eyeing my sons, anyway… their Godill [a colloquial pronunciation of
‘goodwill’] is killing us.”. [11].
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GUARD AS VOTERS QUEUE TO CAST THEIR
BALLOTS IN BANDIPORA DISTRICT, KASHMIR.
PHOTO VIA VOANEWS

Violent militarism seeks not only to validate itself
through myths of civic engagement, but also through
more formal political and institutional routes. Democracy in its true form struggles to exists in occupied Kashmir, but symbols of democracy have been
utilised to entrench and extend rule over the territory. In 1951, India began a policy of legitimising its
occupation by establishing a permanent government
through holding elections for a constituent assembly; the same mechanism of constituent assembly
used under the British rule to draft the constitution
of India. Historically, the Indian government promoted the notion that the establishment and running of these successive elections constituted proof
of Kashmiri endorsement of the status quo, negating
the need for a plebiscite or people’s referendum in
which Kashmiris would have the power to determine
their political future. These elections have consistently to subject to rigging; as the state props up predetermined candidates who stand for Indian accession [12]. By the 1970s, this coercive politics and the
incarceration of local pro-independence resistance
movement leadership meant that in the political
arena, opposition to Indian expansion policies was
greatly undermined. The army and police often face
accusation of placing restrictions on people and forcing them to vote; in the 2014 elections, in addition
to the existing military force, an 56,500 troops from
India were brought in to control the election process
[13].
Since 1947, the right to dissent and protest in Kashmir has been heavily restricted. The criminalisation
of resistance means those wishing to strive towards
self-determination and independence have no way
to legally network and organise. cannot network and
organize to pursue their ideals of self-determination
and independence in a lawful manner. The only political parties given patronage from the government are
pro-India. Currently most of the leaders of the Tehreek, who are part of the Hurriyet (Freedom) Conference (a conglomerate of twenty-eight political resistance parties formed in 1991), are often incarcerated,
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harassed, and placed under restrictions. In recent
years, the media has been placed under increased attacks, with journalists often facing physical violence
or harassment [14]. In observing the once again violent reality of the half-baked sham of democracy upheld my the state, Zia writes:
“A brief electoral history of peace
there was no vote
—only war”.
Under true goodwill, there is no space for fear and
mistrust, neither is there the obligation for people to
sacrifice their determination for autonomy. Democracy cannot be merely an arena for the ruling classes
to essentially re-shuffle themselves, whilst the voices of the masses are routinely crushed. Militarism
and repression cannot co-exist with notions of social
cohesion; violence cannot co-exist with promises of
peace- Kashmir cannot recover in the circumstances
which plague it. There is no peace without justice or
stability, and there is no justice without the advancement of the concerted fight towards total liberation.
Kashmiri
people’s
“THERE IS NO
aspirations for a sovPEACE WITHOUT
ereign
nationhood
predates the partiJUSTICE OR STABILITY,
tion of British InAND THERE IS NO
dia and the Princely
JUSTICE WITHOUT
States. The history
THE ADVANCEMENT
of Kashmir’s MusOF THE CONCERTED
lims often intersects
FIGHT TOWARDS
with the history of
TOTAL LIBERATION.”
the working class in
the valley. Throughout the Dogra rule in Kashmir, the first occupation
the region was placed under after its sale by the British East India Company, the resistance against the
repressive regime was greatly shaped around class
and opposition to the rampant economic extortion of
the time. Kashmiris were banned from holding land,
leaving most of the peasants landless. About 50-75%
of cultivated crops went to the Dogra rulers, leaving
the working-class with very little to no control over
the products of their own labour. The beggar (forced
labour) system was also introduced, under which
the state could employ workers for little to no payment. The worker’s resistance can be seen as early
as 1865, when Kashmiri shawl weavers protested to
improve work conditions. Whilst the regime imme-
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diately crushed this uprising and thus greatly shrunk
the size of the weaver workforce, workers continued
the struggle for their rights. In 1924, workers from a
Srinagar silk factory also went on strike, and within a day occupied government land and brought the
whole city to a standstill. The class struggle and the
liberation struggle remain tightly linked; the 2019
annexation of Kashmir not only meant a ferocious
clampdown on liberty, but also gave way to expansionary politics opening Kashmir up to further corporate exploitation and extortion [15].
Full autonomy entails both giving Kashmiris full
power to determine the fate of their governance and
an end to the economic exploitation of Kashmir by
European, Indian, Pakistani and other imperialists,
as well as the expropriation of Kashmiri aristocrats
and capitalists. The movement in Kashmir, however, cannot be isolated, even under independence,
in order to flourish. It must have the solidarity of
the working class in India, Pakistan, and around
the world. Osuri argues that this solidarity process
requires listening to Kashmiri voices who continue
the narrative of India’s relationship to Kashmir as a
(post) colonial occupation, now explicitly a settler-colonial one since the 2019 annexation of Kashmir. Recalling the Spivakian question, ‘Can the Subaltern
Speak’, Kaul and Zia lay out that the question should
not be ‘Can the Kashmiri women speak?’, but rather
‘Can you hear them?’ [16]. In such a context, listening to many Kashmiri scholars, artists, filmmakers,
poets and activists is framed as a scholarly project,
through an affective solidarity. The country is placed
within an assemblage of transnational and translocal
solidarity networks, for example solidarities of resistance against settler-colonialism in Australia, the
US, or Canada. Siedel highlights that transnational discourses are “forged” and “transformed across
borders”, translating “world-historical events into
recognisable daily struggles” and creating “a sense of
sympathy if not kinship – and an imagined transnational community among people who, for the most
part, ha(ve) never met and would never meet” [17].

gela Davis points out how the 2014 Ferguson Black
Lives Matter protests constituted an event in a translocal assemblage where Palestinian solidarity from
Gaza was expressed in tweets on how to deal with
teargas used by the police in the context of a ‘transnational solidarity’. Black Lives Matter protests are
linked in this sense to both protests and sovereignty
struggles by Palestinians, and through this we can see
how resistance movements can be closely related and
supported by one another, without being conflated
[19]. In the context of Kashmir, this framework helps
us to see how, despite commonly expressed concerns
that the crisis in Kashmir has been too obscure to
garner enough international support [20], there is
significant potential for movements speaking to the
same systems of occupation and militarism which
suppress Kashmir to gains strength alongside the
Kashmiri liberation cause- towards a revolutionary
way out.
The APDP activists are amongst those who recognise
how powerful their voices are, and how crucial the
media is in amplifying their message. They ensure
that every nuance of the struggle is recorded and documented. Parveena Ahangar, an ADPD activist, recounted to the media the struggle of searching for her
son who, like Ruhi’s, became a victim of forced disappearance. Between pauses, she repeatedly urged the
translator conducting her interview:
“Tell her [the Italian journalist], I have said this
before to many media people; she should read
those interviews…She [the journalist] will see
for herself how cruelly we have been treated; we
are on the path of truth, we have become shisterr
[iron]; no one can break us.”

McFarlane argues that the conceptual frame of
translocal assemblages allows us to think through
the complexity of connections across different
places and times, being ‘composites of
place-based social movements which
exchange ideas, knowledge,
practices, materials and
resources across sites’
[18]. For example, AnA PR OT E STO R WAVE S A
KA S H M I R I F L AG AT A KA S H M I R
S O L I D A R I TY D AY P R O T E S T I N
PA K I S TA N . P H O T O VI A D AWN
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INDIA’S COVID-19 CRISIS:
A NATION STRUGGLING TO BREATHE
A NVE E B H UTA N I / M AG DA L E N , H U M A N S C I E N C E S

In February, it seemed like India had COVID-19 under control. Coronavirus case counts had gone down,
demand for ventilators was manageable and experts
predicted that the country would be spared a major
second wave. Yet in April, events started to shift with
the pandemic sweeping through India, causing suffering and taking lives at a horrific rate. India has
suffered over 200,000
fatalities and a total of
20 million cases.

THE SOURCE: HOW DID THINGS GET HERE?

Back in early February, hospitalisation numbers had
plummeted, and India was reporting about as many
new cases per day as New York state, despite being
50 times as populous. The only likely explanation

India made coronavirus vaccines available to anyone over age 18 starting May 1. It is also curbing the
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Images that have gone
viral on social media
show bodies heaped
in makeshift crematoriums. Hospital beds
and oxygen are scarce.
Desperate patients and
relatives have turned
to the black market
or crowdsourcing for
medicine, while others
die in hospitals amid
oxygen shortages. Recent days have seen repeated record infection
figures, which are likely
undercounts. The death
toll from the virus has surpassed 200,000, as India
again reported a record number of fatalities and experts cautioned that those numbers, too, were an underestimate. But how and why did things end up this
way?

was widespread immunity, epidemiologists said at
the time.
India is now the epicenter of the global pandemic and
a focal point of international concern.
Experts are starting to think that immunity in India
may not have been as widespread as previously believed. Some scientists argue that earlier waves of
infections primarily affected the poor, but the
current surge is reaching wealthier people
who had just started
socializing again after
staying home during
the first wave.
Large group gatherings
may have also played a
role: Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has been criticized for
lifting virtually all restrictions and holding
massive political rallies, and a religious
festival that drew tens
of thousands of Hindu
pilgrims from all over
the country has been
linked to more than 100 cases. It is not yet clear if
the presence of highly infectious new variants is the
key factor that made India’s outbreak go from bad to
worse. Scientists generally agree that it is likely that
these variants played a role, but how much of a role
is up for debate. However, both the UK variant and
the Indian “double mutant” variant (now referred to
as the Delta Variant) are driving outbreaks in Punjab
and Maharashtra respectively.
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number of coronavirus vaccines that it exports and
focusing on distributing those doses to citizens. Some
cities and states have announced new lockdown restrictions, including curfews and bans on travel and
nonessential activities. Modi, meanwhile, has said
that lockdowns should be a last resort and declined to
institute one nationwide. This has been a point that
he has been largely criticised on. The government
has also ordered social media platforms to take down
critical posts that call attention to the catastrophic
state of affairs in India, which many see as a case of
misplaced priorities.
THE PROBLEM: A FAILURE OF THE MODI
GOVERNMENT

Arundati Roy put it best when she said, “we are witnessing a crime against humanity”. The lack of concern about the average person in India has been absolutely horrifying.
India lacks an adequate public health system. It
spends about 1.25%% of its GDP on health which is a
lot lower than most countries in the world and even
this is an overestimate. Even with the money they
do spend, most healthcare is handled by the private
sector which has become increasingly corrupt via its
sleazy administrators, practitioners, referral system
and insurance policies.

PHOTO VIA REUTERS

This massive privatisation of India’s healthcare, however, means that the most vulnerable in India are left
out to dry. This is a failure of the Modi government
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and is the reason the country has been caving in on
itself. The hashtag #ModiMustResign is regularly
trending on social media and this is because despite
his speeches at rallies and noble rhetoric, the truth is
that Modi right now is rallying corpses. This time in
office has already been marked by some of the most
polarising and discriminatory times in the country’s
history and this only adds fuel to the fire. India is
struggling to breathe right now and this isn’t the fault
of individuals but of the government.
L O O K I N G L O C A L LY : W H A T W O R K H A S B E E N
DONE IN OXFORD?

The consequences of the coronavirus pandemic
have made themselves felt in all areas of the world
and the current situation in India is emblematic of
this disruption. Caught between the threshold of its
populated developing urban centres and its overburdened rural infrastructure, the pandemic has placed
an unseen level of stress on India’s financial, medical, and social framework. Cases are rising at an unprecedented rate, with the daily number of new cases
crossing 350,000, breaking records of single-tallies
even during the first wave. In April, alone, India
reported more than 5 million new cases, and more
than 50,000 deaths, the majority of which were preventable. The lack of availability of oxygen cylinders,
hospital beds and essential medicines for critically ill
patients has overburdened India’s healthcare system.
The state has been unable to handle the full capacity
of the crisis, and individuals and local organisations
funded through mutual aid efforts have stepped in.
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It was and still is necessary for the international community, whether a part of the Indian diaspora or not,
to come together and provide as much aid as possible to help the nation tackle this crisis and Oxford
is well-positioned to do just this. Therefore, locally,
students including myself as the President of Oxford
India Society, worked on a variety of efforts to try to
alleviate the COVID-19 crisis, albeit from thousands
of miles away via monetary donations that would go
to local organisations and charities that are providing
immediate on-the-ground relief in the worst hit parts
of the country.
In April as the COVID-19 crisis reached its peak in
India, the Oxford India Society, Oxford Hindu Society and Oxford South Asian Society launched a fundraiser to provide direct and immediate relief for the
spiraling COVID-19 crisis in India. The initial timeline for the fundraiser was 10 days to raise £10,000,
but after reaching that target in just 72 hours, we
partnered with the Cambridge University India Society, the Cambridge South Asia Forum, and the
Cambridge University Bharatiya Society to launch a
joint fundraiser with the new goal of raising £50,000
which we have now exhausted. Initial funds from the
fundraiser have already been contributed to high priority NGOs in India such as The Raah Foundation
(Maharashtra), SEEDS (Uttar Pradesh), The Delhi
Solidarity Group and Mercy Mission (Bengaluru).

committed to sending raw vaccine materials, ventilators, personal protective equipment, oxygen-related
supplies and therapeutic medicines to India alongside mobilizing an American strike team of health
experts and funding an expansion of Indian vaccine
manufacturing capability.
While the peak from the beginning of May has now
dwindled, it will take possibly several years for India
to recover, both in terms of public health and building back its economy. However, with the support
from the rest of the world and increased press coverage of the devastating crisis, India is on the path to
recovery.

THE FUTURE: WHERE DO THINGS GO FROM
HERE?

Given the mismanagement on behalf of the government and the fact that people are generally having to
crowdsource support for themselves while battling
COVID-19, India’s biggest support has been and will
likely continue to be from outside of India.
Countries across the world have stepped up to help.
Singapore, Germany and the United Kingdom dispatched oxygen-related materials to India over the
weekend. France, Russia and Australia sent medical
aid, and even China and Pakistan, some of India’s
biggest adversaries, have offered help. The European
Union is coordinating with member states to provide
oxygen and medicine, and World Health Organization Director General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus
said that the WHO would send additional staff and
supplies to India.
With all of this, pressure for the US to also provide
aid increased. The Biden administration therefore
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THE FUTURE OF
THE MONARCHY
ELLIOT STURGE / ST JOHN’S, PPE

For as long as anyone can remember, Britain’s subjects have justified their continued support for the
monarchy by projecting noble virtues onto whichever
aristocrats happen to occupy the throne. We tell ourselves - based on little or no evidence - that they’re
actually very down-to-earth, stoic public servants,
who take no pleasure in the money, fame or status
they undeservedly receive.
In light of recent events, such an assumption has
gone from being unsupported by evidence to actively
contradicting it. Even if we look past the royals’ treatment of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle, investigations by the Guardian have uncovered the monarchy’s questionable role in government politics. More
than 1,000 laws have been vetted and tampered with
by Buckingham Palace during the Queen’s reign via
lobbying, thanks to an obscure - and unethical - law
known as Queen’s Consent. A Palace memo has also
emerged from the 1960s declaring that “coloured
immigrants or foreigners” should only be employed
as servants, rather than in clerical roles. At the same
time it transpired that the royals had negotiated exemption clauses to equality laws, permitting them to
discriminate against employees on the basis of race
or gender to this day. Oh, and then there’s Prince Andrew, alleged paedophile who remains the Duke of
York even as horrific and disturbing claims are levelled against him. Not only are these stoic public servants no better than the rest of us, they seem to be
much worse.
With more and more people coming to the realisation
that the royals are little more than self-interested and
bigoted aristocrats, the justification of the monarchy
by lionising the royals appears more precarious than
ever. The British people have never had stronger reason to remove their tongues from the boots of the
wealthy, and to turn themselves from subjects into
citizens.

There are very few advantages to having an unelected, hereditary monarch. However, I do think that one
of these is very important: impartiality. Of course, the
queen has huge political influence, and does sometimes use it. Nevertheless, the head of state being an
effectively apolitical figure means that there is always
someone in government who represents all citizens,
regardless of how they voted.
But this type of head of state need not always be a
monarch! Germany and Ireland have very different
methods of electing their presidents but both countries effectively have non-partisan, ceremonial presidencies. Changing our system to be more like theirs
would allow us to preserve the impartiality of our
head of state while also ensuring that the job is held
by someone fit for and deserving of it. The only remaining question is whether such a practically minor
change is worth all the political capital it would cost.
H A R I B R AVE RY / U N I V, E N G L I S H

One of the primary arguments given by those who
support the monarchy is that it is an apolitical institution that provides checks and balances to government actions. Yet, claims to political neutrality in
general are entirely illusory. Indeed, if the monarchy
is politically neutral then it is also irrelevant – a body
of constitutional experts could provide checks and
balances, there is no need for a patriotic figurehead.
Recent discoveries about the Crown’s role in governmental lobbying and historical discrimination
against non-white civil servants paint the monarchy
as a socially conservative institution. This is not to
mention the monarch’s role in empire. Would it not
make sense for Queen Elizabeth, the last monarch to
rule over a territorial empire (given twentieth-century decolonisation, though this can be quibbled with),
to also be the last British monarch – a recognition of
the Crown’s historical role as the oppressor of millions around the globe. The acknowledgement of the
monarchy’s colonial legacy further discredits claims
of apoliticism, since imperialism necessarily views
colonial subjects as racially and culturally inferior, even in nations in which the British monarch is
‘merely’ the head of state.
For complete decolonisation to occur, the monarchy must fall. In refuting the Crown’s claims to apoliticism, the suggestion that a presidential republic
would ‘politicise’ the role of head of state becomes an
irrelevant argument.
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REBUILDING THE
RED WALL?

DANNY LEACH / PEMBROKE, PPE

The so-called red wall is a frustrating concept for
many reasons. Arguably, some areas of the North
have been Labour heartlands for the last 30/60/90
years (delete as appropriate), but the “Red Wall” is
a completely ahistorical concept, invented by politicos in 2019. It did not exist as a political idea before
that time, and the closest analogue is the Democratic
“Blue Wall” across the North-Eastern USA.
Aside from the fact that on any electoral map, these
seats form a pathetic “wall”, it feels like the term now
links seats which just happen to vote Labour and aren’t in city centres. Many of these haven’t always been
Labour, such as Batley and Spen, which has been Labour since 1997, but which was a marginal Tory seat
before that. Others went Tory in previous landslides,
such as 1983 or 1959.
For a long time, they have been seats with the demographics of marginal seats, but more Labour voting
patterns. Now it seems like they are simply standard
marginals, maybe it’s time to drop this overused and
under-understood term.
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After the 2019 election, Sky News’ Beth Rigby commented that the ‘red wall’ was not “wobbling”, but
“obliterated”. Labour lost 20% of its 2017 general
election support in ‘red wall’ seats - northern constituencies historically won by Labour. This phenomenon was consolidated by Labour’s loss of the
2021 Hartlepool by-election.
Leaked party documents suggest this shift in support dates back to the Blair era. Between 1997 and
2015, Labour’s vote share fell by 25% in Hartlepool,
23% in Bolsover and 24% in Sedgefield. Despite
their large share of national votes in 2017, Labour
lost six long-term Red Wall seats and many more
became marginal. Across 41 northern seats, the Tory
vote increased from 29% in 2015 to 42% in 2017.
Internal documents from Labour’s head of research
investigating the reasons for this ‘long retreat’,
reveal that voters could not describe ‘what or who
Labour stands for’. This seems to go hand-in-hand
with voters’ decreased association of Labour with
the working class since the Blair era, which Rayson
(2021) believes was a major contributor to the
decrease in support amongst mostly working-class
Northern Communities. Evans (2017) argues that
since the development of “New Labour” in the
1990’s, ‘political parties have chosen to not represent … class differences’, both through policy positions and the increasingly bourgeoise profiles of politicians. Austerity at local levels, often administered
by the more centrist Labour councillors in the North
also created a distrust in Labour- one voter in the
region was reported as expressing: “How can I trust
Labour to give me free broadband, when they can’t
even keep the local library open?” (Booth, 2020).
Labour’s recent victory in the Batley and Spen
by-election may seem to offer a glimpse of redemption. However, if the party wants to truly reconnect to its former voter base, it needs to vastly
re-strengthen its connection and commitment to the
working-class in order to be trusted again.

D E B AT E S

Such rhetoric has been encapsulated into one misguided concept: the red wall, a group of northern,
socially conservative, working class constituencies
who voted Tory in 2019. Supposedly excessively patriotic, they apparently crave flag waving and equally
detest any form of progressive social movements.

guing that “collectivist” voters, ‘people committed
to the long-term goals of socialism and solidarity’,
had shrunken since the 1970s. Without the trade
unions providing community support, and jobs
providing security, these seats slowly declined. Yet,
now the red wall has become a catch-all term for
every marginal northern seat, a gross generalisation
of the problems in these constituencies. There was
never a distinctive homogenous group of Labour
seats, treating it as such will not solve this long term
problem.

Seemingly, the red wall symbolises Labour’s electoral failures, with these soundbites becoming synonymous with criticisms of Labour’s electoral strategy.
Indeed, Labour is suffering, a net loss of 60 votes in
2019 suggests as much. Our failures, however, do
not lie in losing the red wall, rather it is due to our
misrepresentation of the concept, the fact that it is a
long term decline and not a sudden loss. The problem with the “red wall” discussion is that it is fraught
with assumptions, inaccurate assumptions that must
be clarified if we are to be electorally successful.

To me, the idea of this red wall serves as an ideological concoction that Labour has abandoned what it
stands for. In some ways, this is purely spin, we have
not suddenly lost who we are, and the Tories certainly have not become the party to “level up”. However, some of the “red wall” analysis does display the
stark reality of Labour’s long term electoral coalition. In order to be the party we were set up to be,
in order to be electrically successful, we must be the
party of the working class, yet I think for too long we
have taken the working class vote for granted.

Firstly, the “red wall” is not a socially conservative group. A YouGov poll, of people living in the
51 constituencies where Conservatives won from
Labour in 2019, demonstrated that those in the
“red wall” were ‘no more socially conservative than
Britain as a whole’. For example, 50% of the people
agreed that “having a wide variety of different ethnic
backgrounds and cultures is part of British culture”,
similar to the national sample of 54%. So our current strategy of insincere flag waving, of failing to
take a stand on the social issues of our time is simply
electorally and morally wrong.

Brexit, arguably, demonstrated that many of the
working class, including those in red wall seats,
were disillusioned with the status quo, feeling unrepresented. They were frustrated, feeling labour no
longer stood for them. It seems Labour has failed to
adapt to the reality of the working class, with Britain’s working class shifting from miners to those on
zero-hour contracts, from factory workers to education and hospitality workers.We need to stop saying
we have always represented the working class, as
that justified why they should vote for us, and rather
show how we do, through championing real devolution and direct investment to these underfunded
regions.

DANIAL HUSSAIN / LMH, PPE

The typical soundbites. ‘Labour needs to reconnect
with its heartlands’, ‘Labour has left the working
class behind’ and of course ‘Labour has lost its way’.

Secondly, we cannot rebuild the “red wall” because
it was never ours in the first place. James Kanagasooriam, the analyst who first coined the term “red
wall”, thought the red wall was a set of constituencies that should have been Conservative, due to their
demographics, but which had consistently voted
Labour, largely for historical and cultural reasons.
Pollster, Peter Kellner emphasised this view, ar-

So to me, the question is not how to rebuild the “red
wall”, it is how to rebuild Labour’s electoral coalition. Our loss of these seats is not sudden, for it has
been a consistent decline. However, our solution
must be swift. Otherwise, red wall or not, it will be
difficult to rebuild.
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THE POWER OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

DANNY LEACH / PEMBROKE, PPE

JACK CHURCHILL / BRASENOSE, PPE

During the pandemic it has felt like big names and big
personalities have taken the spotlight, and occasionally the blame. Politicians like Nicola Sturgeon, Mark
Drakeford, and Andy Burnham took on a national
prominence representing their regions. However,
throughout the last year, it has been local councils
that have often carried the largest part of the burden.

The question of English devolution appears to have
no easy answers. The several attempts that have
been made have left England with an incoherent and
varied splattering of devolution. For example, the
powers given to individual metro-mayors vary depending on negotiations with local authorities, and,
according to the Institute for Government, only 27%
of people are covered by this form of devolution. In
order to avoid such an ad-hoc result, future reforms
must be planned with the whole of England in mind.

In my local authority, Bradford, the council has redeployed staff to run vaccine centres, testing centres,
and provide additional support to manage crowded
services. They have achieved this at a time when revenues have been lower than ever, government support non-existent, and older cuts are still being felt.
Despite £278m of cuts since 2010, Bradford Council
still provides crucial services, and has a real connection with the community it serves.
Mayoral systems have been imposed from above. Unless they learn from and work with local authorities,
they will never be as influential in people’s lives as
councils.
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I believe that Councils should be the focus of any
future devolution in England. The first thing that
should be done is to make councillors both full time
and salaried. One effect of this would be to allow
councillors to become more representative of the local area. In 2018, the Local Government Association
found that 42.9% of Councillors were over the age of
65 - compared to just 22.7% of the general population. The average councillor is nearly 10 years older
than the average MP. Currently then, councils are
largely restricted to those who can afford not to have
a job. By paying a full salary, rather than limited expenses, it would allow more working-age individuals
to give up their jobs to pursue being a councillor.
Furthermore, by being full-time, it would allow for
greater scrutiny of council actions, and would make
the executive more accountable. This would lead to
more considered measures, and consequently, better
outcomes.

D E B AT E S
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